Fixing our fractured food system: the path towards practical solutions

Moving Forward
- We need to look at the whole picture, rather than just one piece.
- Innovative private and public sector solutions are needed.
- We need to develop a holistic approach that addresses food insecurity and builds resilient food systems.
- At the next Stage, we will engage in a dialogue with stakeholders and develop actionable plans to move forward.
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Moving Forward
- We need to look at the whole picture, rather than just one piece
- Innovation between and within public and private domains is needed
- Resilience at the farm level is essential
- Retooling our food policy can reach a larger audience at the social level
- If we want to see success, we need to work on the issues that are really important

Industry can be part of the solution
- Key challenges
- Policy
- Research

My personal policy cycle
- Initial idea
- Research
- Implementation
- Evaluation
- Feedback
My personal policy cycle

Waskaganish

Policy lessons
- Look at the big picture
- It’s political! Need practical solutions
- Industry can be part of the solution

From idealistic to realistic policy options
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Policy lessons

- Look at the big picture
- It's political! Need practical solutions
- Industry can be part of the solution
The big picture - intervening in the food supply

There is no magic policy bullet!
From politics to practical policy

- Trans fat ban
- Streamline supply chains
- Work with oil manufacturers to develop healthier oil
- Incentivise use of healthier oils by vendors

Singapore Healthy Hawkers Program
Industry can be part of the solution

Dow Chemicals

Sundrop Farms
Dow Chemicals
Moving Forward

- We need to look at the whole puzzle rather than just one piece
- Innovative private and public sector solutions are needed
- Re-package our big policy ideas into feasible policies targeted at the local level
- If the best case scenario isn't politically feasible look for one that is
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Moving Forward
- We need to look at the whole picture, rather than just one piece
- Innovative private and public sector solutions are needed
- We need to engage our big policy players with food pelo policies targeted at the small scale issues
- All the tools need to be available and used - for example, work on one that is

My personal policy cycle

From politics to practical policy

Industry can be part of the solution
- Key stakeholders
- Supply chain
- Retailers